ARA is an employee-owned company, founded in 1979, with offices throughout the United States and Canada. ARA has built a reputation for delivering on the toughest assignments, as promised, on time and on budget. ARA employees embody our core values of passion, freedom, service and growth.

We provide solutions to critical problems

ARA solves problems using science and technology for the nation and the world with unique expertise in the diverse fields of defense, transportation, natural resource management and health care.

What is OASIS

OASIS and OASIS Small Business (SB) are multiple award, Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts that provide flexible and innovative solutions for complex professional services. These contracts:

• Span many areas of expertise and mission spaces;
• Span multiple professional service disciplines;
• Allow flexibility for all contract types, including hybrids and cost-reimbursement, at the task order level; and
• Allow ancillary support components, commonly referred to as Other Direct Costs (ODC), at the task order level.
• The core disciplines of the contract include program management services, management consulting services, logistics services, engineering services, scientific services, and financial services.
**OASIS Benefits**

**Contract Vehicles**
Contract awards may be made as cost reimbursement (CPFF, CPAF, CPIF), fixed price, time and material, and labor hours.

**Longer-term Planning**
OASIS has no program ceiling, a five-year base and one five-year option, providing for long term planning for complex program requirements.

**Tiered Access Fee**
OASIS offers an Innovative tiered access fee, ranging from 0.1 percent to 0.75 percent based on obligation level.

**Contract Pools**
- Contract Pool 1 – Engineering Services (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU104)
- Contract Pool 3 - Engineering for Military and Aerospace Equipment and Military Weapons, Marine Engineering and Naval Architecture (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU304)
- Contract Pool 4 – R&D services Biotechnology, Physical Engineering, and Life Sciences (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU404)
- Contract Pool 5A – R&D in Aircraft Parts, and Auxiliary Equipment, and Aircraft Engine Parts (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU501)
- Contract Pool 5B – R&D in Space Vehicles and Guided Missiles, their Propulsion Units, their Propulsion Unit Parts, and their Auxiliary Equipment and Parts (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU601)
- Contract Pool 6 - Research and Development in Aircraft (Contract Number: GS00Q14OADU701, OASIS SB Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS702)

**For more information contact:**
James “PeeWee” Wertz, ARA OASIS Program Manager, (505) 883-3636
Michelle Eckstein, ARA OASIS Contract Manager, (505) 881-8074
ara_oasis_sb@ara.com

**GSA OASIS PCO**
Todd Richards, OASIS Program Manager, (817) 850-8382, todd.richards@gsa.gov
Valerie Bindel, OASIS SB Contracting Officer, (817) 850-8375, valerie.bindel@gsa.gov
Tommy Thomas, OASIS Contracting Officer, (817) 978-4656, tommy.thomas@gsa.gov

For additional information on how your organization can benefit from using OASIS contracts visit www.gsa.gov/oasis